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Disclaimer
THIS PRESENTATION IS FOR INFORMATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL
PURPOSES ONLY AND SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUED TO CONSTITUTE
INVESTMENT ADVICE. NOTHING CONTAINED HEREIN SHALL CONSTITUTE
A SOLICITATION, RECOMMENDATION OR ENDORSEMENT TO BUY OR
SELL ANY SECURITY OR OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT.

INVESTMENT FUNDS MANAGED BY WHITNEY TILSON HAVE POSITIONS IN
MANY OF THE COMPANIES DISCUSSED HEREIN. HE HAS NO OBLIGATION
TO UPDATE THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN AND MAY MAKE
INVESTMENT DECISIONS THAT ARE INCONSISTENT WITH THE VIEWS
EXPRESSED IN THIS PRESENTATION.
WE MAKE NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTIES AS TO THE
ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR TIMELINESS OF THE INFORMATION,
TEXT, GRAPHICS OR OTHER ITEMS CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION.
WE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL LIABILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN,
OR THE MISUSE OR MISINTERPRETATION OF, ANY INFORMATION
CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION.
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS AND
FUTURE RETURNS ARE NOT GUARANTEED.
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The Three Most Dangerous Words in
Investing: “I Missed It”
•

The “I Missed It” phenomenon is the emotional mistake of looking at a
stock that’s moved up a lot and, sometimes subconsciously, saying to
yourself, “Rats, I missed it,” and doing no further work on it
 I know people who looked at Berkshire Hathaway, after it had run from $100
to $1,000 (and $1,000 to $10,000, and $10,000 to $100,000) who fell into
this trap
 I talked to a number of people in recent days who started doing research on
Netflix after my presentation last October, but then when Carl Icahn filed on
the stock on October 31st and it ran from the low $60s to almost $80 in two
days, fell into this trap and didn’t buy (it’s nearly tripled since then)

•

•
•

Therefore, anytime you hear yourself saying “I missed it,” STOP! Re-do
your work, ignore the historical price, and focus on the only question
that matters: is the stock, at today’s price, an exceptionally attractive
investment? If so, BUY IT!
I am going to present five stocks today, all of which are at multi-year or
all-time highs right now
Despite this, I not only own them, but if I were starting a new portfolio
from scratch today, I would buy them
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AIG: From Restructuring Story to
Turnaround/Demutualization Story

AIG Since We Presented It A Year Ago at
the Value Investing Congress in Omaha

Source: Factset, Bernstein research report, 5/1/13.
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AIG Today Is Dramatically Simplified,
Consisting of Two High-Quality Global Franchises

AIA/ DTAs/
Other

• Today AIG is a leading, financially sound
multi-line insurance company focused on
its core businesses
• High-quality, market-leading franchises
in both property & casualty insurance
(Chartis; now “AIG Property Casualty”)
and US life & retirement (SunAmerica;
now “AIG Life & Retirement”) account for
~90% of revenue
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Slide from Glenn Tongue’s Presentation, 10/2/12

Catalysts
• The overhang of the US Treasury ownership is nearly gone
• Additional sales of non-core assets
• ROE expansion and operating improvements in core
business driven by restructuring initiatives, price increases
and an improving insurance market
• Use of appropriate leverage to boost returns (AIG has a low
debt-to-capital ratio versus peers)
• Offense vs. defense: going forward, AIG can focus growing
its business and allocating its strong cash flows instead of
selling assets and managing government ownership
• Additional buybacks and initiation of dividend likely
• Fading of institutional taint
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Slide from Glenn Tongue’s Presentation, 10/2/12

Catalysts
Five of the six catalysts have occurred/are occurring
 The overhang of the US Treasury ownership is nearly gone
 Additional sales of non-core assets
 ROE expansion and operating improvements in core
business driven by restructuring initiatives, price increases
and an improving insurance market
• Use of appropriate leverage to boost returns (AIG has a low
debt-to-capital ratio versus peers)
 Offense vs. defense: going forward, AIG can focus growing
its business and allocating its strong cash flows instead of
selling assets and managing government ownership
 Additional buybacks and initiation of dividend likely
 Fading of institutional taint
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AIG Has Made Enormous Progress
Since the Beginning of 2012
• $20+ billion in asset sales
 $5 billion more when the sale of ILFC is completed (expected
 in the next two months)

• A complete exit of the Treasury’s 77% stake
• New public investors bought $32 billion of stock
• AIG repurchased $13 billion of its own stock at half of book value
 Reduced share count by 22%
 Added 11% to book value
 One percentage point accretive to ROE and 23% to EPS by 2015

• The next catalyst, which I expect later this year, is the initiation of
normal corporate program of returning capital to shareholders in
the form of a dividend (2%?) and a robust ongoing share
repurchase program
• Despite all of this progress, the stock’s valuation has barely
moved over the past year, from 0.55x book to 0.66x
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AIG Just Reported Q1 ‘13 Earnings
• EPS beat consensus by more than 50%
• Insurance operating income up 28%
• Combined ratio (adjusted) of 97 down 3 points year-overyear and significantly better than consensus
• The first favorable reserve development in three years in
North American P&C
• Book value per share rose 17% YOY to $67.41
 Excluding accumulated other comprehensive income
(AOCI), book value rose 12% YOY to $59.39

• At $44.60, the stock is trading at 0.66x book (0.75x book
excl. AOCI)
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AIG’s Combined Ratio Is Far Higher Than Its
Peers – But Not for Long We Think
We Share Bernstein’s Better-Than-Consensus View

Source: Factset, Bernstein research report, 5/1/13.
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AIG’s Intrinsic Value is ~21-76%
Higher Than Today’s Price
• Our sum-of-the-parts valuation yields a value of ~$54 to ~$79
per share, a 21%-76% premium to today’s price

• We also forecast normalized AIG earnings at ~$5-6 per
share, suggesting AIG is trading at ~7-9x
AIG Valuation Estimate
Book value @
March 31, 2013 ($B)

Multiple range

$49.67
$40.43
$2.32
$4.80

0.9 - 1.3
0.7 - 1.1
0.7 - 1.0
Acquisition value

AIG Property Casualty (Chartis)
AIG Life & Retirement (SunAmerica)
United Guaranty
International Lease Finance Corp (ILFC)
Total equity ($B)
Total shares outstanding (B)
Intrinsic value per share ($)
Current price

$44.60

Upside:

Value low
($B)

Value high
($B)

$44.71
$28.30
$1.63
$4.80
$79.43
1.48
$53.80
21%

$64.58
$44.47
$2.32
$4.80
$116.17
1.48
$78.68
76%

No te: excludes 'o ther' deferred tax assets

Note: Excludes “other” deferred tax assets.
Source data: AIG supplemental financials Q1 ’13, Kase Capital estimates.
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Management Incentives Finally Aligned
• The key to understanding why this is such a great investment is rooted not
in financial analysis, but rather management incentives
• When the government was a shareholder (from late 2008 until just a few
months ago), management wanted to buy out the government as quickly
and cheaply as possible; in addition, AIG’s pay practices were severely
restricted
• Thus, in recent years AIG’s management has been incentivized to depress
earnings and keep the stock price low so: a) the government could be
bought out at a low price; and b) management’s options would be struck at
a low price
 I can’t prove it, but I suspect AIG has been sandbagging reported earnings by
over-reserving, paying claims extra fast, and taking their time returning capital
to shareholders

• Once the government was bought out, AIG adopted a normal corporate
incentive plan, including a big stock option package for senior
management
• Now, management’s incentives have reversed and we think AIG’s results
will be spring-loaded over the next year, which should drive substantial
share price appreciation
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AIG in 2013 Looks Like MetLife in 2000
•

•

“Just as in the demutualizations of the early 2000s, management at AIG has sold stock to the
public from its previous owners at a low price, still enjoys the benefits of low expectations, and
in 2013, with the Treasury finally gone, management will be incented to begin to realize the
value of the substantial capital and earnings initiatives underway that will power their multiyear re-rating.”
“But beyond even the parallels, with AIG’s own CEO Bob Benmosche having let MET through
its demutualization and stellar post-IPO performance, using a nearly identical approach, we
think his playbook, and the opportunity for investors, couldn’t be more clear.”

Source: SNL Financial, company data, Bernstein research report, 1/28/13.
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Berkshire Hathaway:
A High-Quality, Growing, 85-Cent Dollar

Berkshire’s Stock Has Been on a Tear
Over the Past Year

Source: BigCharts.com.
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Estimating Berkshire’s Value: 2001 – Q1 2013

Year End
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
Q1 '13

Investments
Per Share
$47,460
$52,507
$62,273
$66,967
$74,129
$80,636
$90,343
$75,912
$91,091
$94,730
$98,366
$113,786
3
$120,700

Pre-tax EPS
Excluding All
Income From
1
Investments
-$1,289
$1,479
$2,912
$3,003
$3,600
$5,300
$5,600
$5,727
$3,571
$7,200
$8,000
$8,700
4
$9,100

Intrinsic Value
Per Share 2
$64,000
$70,255
$97,217
$103,003
$117,329
$144,236
$157,543
$121,728
$119,659
$152,330
$162,366
$183,386
$193,500

Subsequent
Year Stock
Price Range
$59,600-$78,500
$60,600-$84,700
$81,000-$95,700
$78,800-$92,000
$85,700-$114,200
$107,200-$151,650
$84,000-$147,000
$70,050-$108,100
$97,205-$128,730
$98,952-$131,463
$114,500-$134,060
?
?

1. Unlike Buffett, we include a conservative estimate of normalized earnings from Berkshire’s insurance businesses: half of the $2
billion of annual profit over the past nine years, or $600/share.
2. Historically we believe Buffett used a 12 multiple, but given compressed multiples at the end of 2008, we used an 8 rather than a 12
multiple – and to be conservative have continued to use this multiple even as the markets have rebounded.
3. Estimate.
4. Q1 ‘13 run-rate earnings are approximately $8,500/share plus we add $600/share of insurance earnings.
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Even at an All-Time High, Berkshire’s Stock Is Still
15% Below Intrinsic Value Because IV Is Increasing
Almost as Rapidly as the Stock Price
Intrinsic value*

$200,000
170,000
$180,000
$160,000
$140,000
$120,000
$100,000
$80,000
$60,000
$40,000

* Investments per share plus 12x pre-tax earnings per share (excluding all income from investments) through
2007, then an 8x multiple thereafter.
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Nomura’s Sum-of-the-Parts Valuation
Results in a Similar Valuation Estimate

•
•
•

“In our valuation model, we use the same P/B valuation method that we apply to other
insurers and reinsurers and then a P/E model on the various other businesses.”
“We use average peer multiples for most of the operating companies, but we have
assigned premium valuations to reflect the strength of the franchises, where warranted.”
“We have not given any premium valuation for the potential of acquisitions.”

*Book value estimated by subtracting MSR balance sheet from insurance balance sheet, less deferred taxes. Note that Berkshire
Hathaway statutory statement includes BNSF, but GAAP does not.
**Deferred taxes of $44.494m, less the approx 1/3 pushed down into our book value calc for Insurance.
Source: Company data, Nomura equity research, 4/30/13.
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My Netflix Presentation Seven Months Ago

Netflix Has Quadrupled Since I Pitched It
at the Last Value Investing Congress

Source: BigCharts.com.
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Slide from My Presentation, 10/1/12

The Basics
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stock price: $54.44
Diluted shares outstanding: 58.9 million
Market cap: $3.2 billion
Net cash: $413 million
Enterprise value: $2.8 billion
Revenues (TTM): 3.5 billion
– YOY growth: 30.1%
– Sequential growth: 2.2%

•
•

EV/revenues: 0.80
Free cash flow (TTM): $61 million
– YOY growth: -69.2%
– Sequential growth: 420% (from $2.1 million in Q1 to $11.2 million in Q2)

•

Paid subscribers: 28.3 million (25.2 million domestic)
– YOY growth: 17.1%
– Sequential growth: 4.3%

•
•

EV/paid subscriber: $99
Short interest: 28.7%
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Slide from My Presentation, 10/1/12

Investment Thesis
•

•
•

•

Market leader (more than 10x the size of its nearest competitor) in a
rapidly growing global business (estimated 30-40% annual growth in
steaming video)
Lots of talk about competition, but very little is currently detectable
Difficult to value the company because it has chosen to forego current
profitability to drive growth by investing in: a) more, better streaming
content and b) international expansion
Enormous optionality on the upside and very cheap on an
EV/revenues (0.80) and EV/paid subscriber ($99/sub) basis
–

•

In April, Disney and News Corp. bought the 10% of Hulu owned by
Providence Equity Partners for $200 million in cash, valuing the business
at $2 billion – and each of Hulu’s two million paid subscribers at $1,000

Downside protection due to Netflix’s attractiveness as an acquisition
candidate
–
–
–

Netflix would be a bite-size acquisition for any number of companies
I can think of nearly a dozen companies that would want to own Netflix’s
28+ million paid subscribers for $100/sub
If someone put Netflix into play, the mother of all bidding wars would erupt
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Slide from My Presentation, 10/1/12

Comparing Netflix to Another Well-Known
Consumer-Oriented Technology Company a Decade Ago
•
•

Similar sales, number of customers, growth, and market cap
But Netflix has much higher margins, profits, and free cash flow
Income Statement

Netflix (2011)

Co. A (2001)

24
33%

25
25%

Revenues
YOY revenue growth
Fulfillment costs
Other cost of revenues:
Gross profit
Gross profit margin
Operating expenses:
Marketing
Technology and development
General and administrative
Other
Total operating expenses
Operating income (loss)
Operating margin
Net income (loss)
Net income (loss) per share (diluted):

$3,205
48%
$250
$1,790
$1,165
36%

$3,122
13%
$374
$2,324
$424
14%

Virtually the same revenues
Netflix growing revenues much faster
Netflix quite a bit lower fulfillment cost

$403
$259
$118
$9
$789
$376
12%
$226
$4.16

$138
$241
$90
$368
$837
-$412
-13%
-$567
-$1.56

Netflix much higher marketing spending

Diluted shares outstanding:
Year-end share price
Year-end market cap

54
$69.29
$3,767

364
$12.25
$4,462

Netflix slightly lower market cap

$318
-$135
$183

-120
-50
-$170

Netflix has healthy free cash flow

Paid subs/customer accounts (millions)
YOY growth

Comment
Virtually the same number of customers
Netflix growing slightly faster

Netflix much higher gross profit margin

Netflix solidly profitable vs. significant losses

Cash Flow Statement
Net cash provided by operating activities
Cap ex (incl. DVD content library)
Free cash flow
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Slide from My Presentation, 10/1/12

Comparing Netflix to Another Well-Known ConsumerOriented Technology Company a Decade Ago (2)
•

Netflix has a much stronger balance sheet
Balance Sheet
Assets
Current assets:
Cash & equivalents & ST invs
Current content library, net
Inventories
Other current assets
Total current assets
Non-current content library, net
Property and equipment, net
Other non-current assets
Total assets
Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity
Current liabilities:
Content liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Deferred revenue
Current portion of LT debt & other
Total current liabilities
Non-current content liabilities
LT debt (incl. due to related party)
Other non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Stockholders' equity:
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Accum. other comp. inc. (loss) & other
Retained earnings
Total stockholders' equity
Total liabilities and stockholders' equity
Net cash
Current ratio

Netflix (2011)

Co. A (2001)

$798
$920

$997

$113
$1,831
$1,047
$136
$55
$3,069

$935
$87
$54
$149

Comment

Both companies have strong cash positions

$144
$68
$1,208
$272
$158
$1,638

Netflix is less capital intensive
Netflix much higher due to its content library

$445
$305
$88
$84
$921

$1,225
$740
$400
$62
$2,426

$2,156

$0
$219
$1
$423
$643
$3,069

$4
$1,463
-$46
-$2,861
-$1,440
$1,637

$398
1.49

-$1,243
1.31

Netflix has much lower debt levels

$3,077

Netflix has been profitable over time

Netflix has a healthy net cash position
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Slide from My Presentation, 10/1/12

Company A is Amazon and Its Stock Has
Been a 20-Bagger Since the End of 2001
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Slide from My Presentation, 10/1/12

Similarities Between Netflix and Amazon
• Both use technology and the internet to deliver an old product in a
new way
• Visionary, entrepreneurial CEOs
• A great, convenient service at a very low price
– Netflix offers a compelling value proposition: it costs 26 cents/day and
the average streaming viewer watches 1¼ hours/day = 21 cents/hour of
entertainment (pay-per-view is ~10x more expensive)

• Customers can leave at any time without penalty, so both companies
must continuously improve to deliver a better customer experience
• Extremely large, global growth opportunities
• Willing to sacrifice short-term profits for long-term growth
• Perceived to have no moat – but actually have substantial competitive
advantages
• Both have large, deep-pocketed competitors – that are bureaucratic
and slow-moving
• Stocks (Netflix today and Amazon in 2001) are widely hated and
shorted
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Slide from My Presentation, 10/1/12

Why Netflix Is a Better Business
Than Amazon
•

A “lighter” business model that can scale much more quickly and at
lower cost
– Netflix delivers its product electronically, so it has virtually no fulfillment
costs, doesn’t have to build warehouses, etc.

•
•

Higher margins, profits, and free cash flow
Both companies have large international opportunities, but I’d argue
that Netflix’s are greater
– Netflix is just starting to expand overseas; last quarter, international was
7% of sales vs. 43% at Amazon

•

Both companies have scale advantages, but I’d argue that Netflix’s
are greater
– More paid subscribers allows Netflix to pay for more, higher-quality
content, which in turn attracts more subscribers, etc.
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Slide from My Presentation, 10/1/12

Netflix Summary
• I don’t think it’s likely that Netflix is going to be a 20-bagger (like
Amazon) in the next decade
• But if there’s a 10% chance of a 10-bagger, the expected value of this
one scenario justifies the entire price today
• I like investments in which I think my downside is limited and there are
numerous multi-bagger upside scenarios
• But there is a wide range of expected outcomes, including ones with a
substantial, permanent loss of capital, so this should be sized
conservatively (3-4% of my portfolio)
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Spark Networks:
The Next Netflix?

Can Lightning Strike Twice?
After my experience with Netflix, I searched for other stocks with similar
characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subscription-based
Low price and high perceived value by customers
Dominate a niche
Asset-light, scalable business model
Nimble, innovative, customer-focused management
Strategy of taking all profits from current cash-cow business and reinvesting in a
much larger, related growth opportunity, making traditional earnings- and cash
flow-based valuation metrics useless

I found a candidate in my own portfolio
•
•
•

Glenn invested in Spark Networks three years ago
When we separated, I did the work on it and decided to keep it
I nearly tripled my position last week and now own 1.9% of the company

This is an incredible business: addressing a huge and growing market, few
competitors, winner-take-most dynamics, negative working capital,
customers pay up front (no bad debt), no customer concentration, no
inventory, not economically sensitive
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Spark Networks Over the Past Three Years

Source: BigCharts.com.
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Company Overview

• Founded in 1997 with launch of JDate.com
• Jewish Networks and Christian Networks are dual engines
that drive today’s business
 JDate is a mature, high cash generating business and
clear category leader
 ChristianMingle, also a clear category leader, grew its
subscriber base 51% YOY in Q1
• Owns and operates more than 20 niche-targeted
communities
• Ten consecutive quarters of sequential revenue growth
• Q1 ‘13 revenue was over $17mm, up 19% YOY

Source: Spark Networks Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation.
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94% of Revenue Is From Two Dating
Websites: Jdate and ChristianMingle

Source: Spark Networks Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation.
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The Basics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stock price: $7.07
Diluted shares outstanding: 23.1 million
Market cap: $163 million
Cash: $21 million (includes proceeds from last week’s offering)
Debt: $0
Enterprise value: $142 million
Revenues (TTM): 64.5 million
– YOY growth (Q1): 18.6%
– Sequential growth: 6.1%

•
•

EV/revenues: 2.2x
Average paying subscribers: 295,531
– YOY growth: 22.8%
– Sequential growth: 5.9%

•
•

EV/paid subscriber: $480
Short interest: 3.5%
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Spark Networks Operates in an Enormous
and Growing Market
Key Industry Trends
• Favorable population
growth
• Increasing adoption of the
internet and mobile devices
• Advances in online
discovery and
communication technology
• Increased recognition of the
benefits of online dating
• Growing popularity of
niche-oriented sites

Source: Spark Networks Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation.
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Competitive Landscape

Source: Spark Networks Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation.
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ChristianMingle Has Been the
Growth Driver

Source: Spark Networks Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation.
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JDate Is a Fabulous Cash Cow
• 85,000 average paying subscribers
(down 1.4% YOY), each paying an
average of $25/month or $300/year
• $25.9M TTM revenue
• $22.8M TTM contribution
• 90%+ contribution margin for the
past 11 years
• JDate creates more Jewish
marriages than all other dating sites
combined

Source: Spark Networks Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation.
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ChristianMingle Is Growing Very Rapidly
•

Largest and fastest growing revenue
segment



•

•

11 consecutive quarters of YOY revenue growth
Q1 average paying subscriber base grew 51% YOY

Not only the largest Christian dating site,
but one of the largest Christian sites of any
kind
Over past 18 months, ChristianMingle has
grown to nearly 80% awareness among
Christians:
Run-rate annual revenue of $40 million

Source: Spark Networks Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation.
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ChristianMingle Is Addressing a Market
30x Larger Than JDate’s

Source: Spark Networks Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation.
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There Is Substantial Room for ChristianMingle to
Raise Prices and Contribution Margin Over Time

$24.86

48%
$16.84

Source: Spark Networks Q4 ‘12 earnings presentation; ARPU data is Q1 ‘13.
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Operating Leverage Is Already
Kicking In

Source: Spark Networks Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation.
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Five Largest Shareholders

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Great Hill Partners
Osmium Partners (John Lewis; former Congress speaker)
North Run Capital
Cannell Capital (Carlo Cannell; former Congress speaker)
Kase Capital

24.0%*
15.0%
6.3%
2.6%
1.9%*

It is also one of the largest positions of Zack Buckley of Buckley Capital
Partners, who presented yesterday at the Congress.

* Great Hill and Kase figures are after the recent secondary offering.
Source: SEC filings.
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Last Week’s Secondary Offering
•

Last week the company completed a secondary offering of 5.71 million
shares
 Long-time shareholder Great Hill Partners sold 3.57 million shares, reducing
its stake from 43.3% to 24.0%
 Great Hill is a highly respected and successful Boston-based private
equity firm that has been an investor in Spark for ~7 years and needed
liquidity as it wound down a fund
 The company sold 2.14 million shares, raising $12.6 million net

•

•

The secondary was very successful: priced at $6.25, it was 3x
oversubscribed, and the stock immediately snapped back to the price
before the offering
I participated in the secondary and purchased the stock in the market
immediately thereafter, raising my stake to 1.9% of the company
 It’s the first time I’ve ever participated in an offering (either IPO or
secondary)
 Normally I don’t like buying from insiders, but I understand why Great Hill is
selling, and take comfort in their remaining 24% stake
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Why Is Spark Cheap?
• At 2.2x revenues, $480/subscriber, and losing money,
LOV doesn’t appear cheap
• My view is that JDate alone is worth the entire $144
million enterprise value of the company, meaning an
investor is getting ChristianMingle for free
• JDate’s TTM contribution is $24 million – this would be
pre-tax profit to any acquirer.
• A 6x multiple isn’t unreasonable: $24M x 6 = $144M
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What Might ChristianMingle Be Worth
as a Mature Business?
•
•

It has $40M of current run-rate revenue, which grew 45% YOY in Q1
It is addressing a market 30x larger than JDate, which has stable
revenues of $26M and a 90% contribution margin
 Let’s take four scenarios: ChristianMingle revenue stabilizes at $60M,
$100M, $150M, and $250M (the latter assumes CM eventually achieves
only 1/3 of the market share of JDate, which results in revenues 10x larger)
 Let’s take three contribution margin levels: 50%, 70%, and 90%, which
results in contribution of $30-$225M:
Revenue ($M)
 Let’s use three valuation multiples:
$60 $100 $150
4x, 6x, and 8x
Contrib. 50%
$30
$50
$75
 This results in a value of $120MMargin 70%
$42
$70 $105
$1,800M

90%

$54

$90

$135

$250
$125
$175
$225

Even using the most conservative assumptions, ChristianMingle
is today worth $120 million, nearly the entire enterprise value of
Spark – and could be worth more than 12 times this amount
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Summary
• An incredible business
• A small player in a large and growing industry
• The core JDate business is worth the entire current
enterprise value
• ChristianMingle, which you get for free, has enormous
upside optionality
• Numerous potential acquirers:
 IAC, which owns Match.com, is a logical buyer and a
frequent acquirer of dating sites
 IAC has paid $450-$600/subscriber (vs. $480/sub for Spark) for
bolt-on acquisitions of dating sites that are far less attractive
than JDate and ChristianMingle

 Spark would be a tiny acquisition for Google, Yahoo,
Facebook, etc.
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Hertz: Following the Same
Trajectory as the Railroads?

Analogy With the Railroad Industry
•

•

•

The auto rental industry today reminds me of the railroads a decade or
so ago: a lousy, capital-intensive industry – characterized by cut-throat
competition, low margins, low returns on capital, and high debt levels –
consolidates and slowly turns into a much better industry
When this happens, there can be a decade-long tailwind of strong toptime growth combined with improved pricing, margins, and returns on
capital, leading to rapidly rising earnings
This, combined with investors awarding these earnings a higher
multiple, can lead to tremendous long-term stock returns:
Union Pacific
CSX

Norfolk
Southern
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Hertz Since Its IPO

Source: BigCharts.com.
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The Basics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stock price: $24.96
Diluted shares outstanding: 461 million
Market cap: $11.5 billion
Cash: $0.7 billion
Debt: $7.2 billion (corporate debt)
Enterprise value: $17.0 billion
Revenues: $10.5 billion (2013 guidance midpoint)
EBITDA: $2.26 billion (2013 guidance)
Adjusted EPS: $1.87 (2013 guidance midpoint)
EV/EBITDA: 7.5x
P/E: 13.3
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Business Overview

Source: Presentation by Columbia Business School students, Richard Hunt, Stephen Lieu, Rahul Raymolik, 4/13.
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Industry Consolidation Is Leading to
Improved Pricing

Source: Presentation by Columbia Business School students, 4/13
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The Market Underestimates Improved
Pricing Environment

Source: Presentation by Columbia Business School students, 4/13
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Hertz Just Reported Record Results

Source: Hertz Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation, 4/30/13.
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Rent-a-Car Metrics Q1 ’13 vs. Q1 ‘12

Source: Hertz Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation, 4/30/13.
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Drivers of Q1 ‘13 Revenue/Day Up 4.8%

Source: Hertz Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation, 4/30/13.
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Avis’s Pricing Rose 4% in Q1 ‘13

Source: Avis Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation, 5/2/13.
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FY ‘13 Guidance

Source: Hertz Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation, 4/30/13.
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FY ‘13 Assumptions and Sensitivities

Source: Hertz Q1 ‘13 earnings presentation, 4/30/13.
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Summary
•
•
•
•

Market leader
Great management
Moderately valued (P/E: 13.3; EV/EBITDA: 7.5x)
A large secular tailwind, price increases, that will act as
both a short-term and long-term catalyst
• I think 3% price increases will result in EPS of $3/share in
2014; a 14x multiple on this results in a $42 stock, up 68%
in 20 months
• Note: the investment thesis for Hertz is also true of Avis
(CAR), which I own in equal size
 Avis has more leverage, both on the balance sheet as well as
margins (which are lower than Hertz’s), so its stock has higher
upside – but also downside
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Questions?

PS—Don’t forget to order The Art of Value Investing:
How the World’s Best Investors Beat the Market

